PO Box 478
Lake Forest, CA 92609-0478
October 27, 2014
Rocky Flats Stewardship Council
Attn: Board of Directors
PO Box 17670
Boulder, CO 80308-0670
Hand Delivered for Public Comment and Dissemination
RE: Public Comment Rebuttal
October 27, 2014 Meeting
Board of Directors, Visitors and the Public:
Reference the Monday, September 8, 2014 Rocky Flats Stewardship Council
Meeting Minutes and in particular the "Executive Director's Report."
The purpose of this communication is to respond to David Abelson's Report,
pages 1-3, inclusive.
I respectfully do not agree with Mr. Abelson's "conflicted and somewhat
troubled" account regarding facts during the 'Rocky Flats Then and Now: 25 Years
After the Raid' event hosted by the Arvada Center from June 6 - June 8, 2014 (Arvada
Event). Mr. Abelson wrote "... that a great deal of misinformation was aired."
Specifically, Mr. Abelson wrote "... some of the inaccuracies included claims that
there were nuclear reactors at the site [Rocky Flats], and that there was a lack of
available information about historic activities."
1. The following evidence contradicts Mr. Abelson's statement that no nuclear
reactors were at Rocky Flats.
- At Table 4.4.15 of the referenced document, four (4) nuclear reactors were
identified since at least 1988.'
- The Council should inquire if the wastes from the four (4) nuclear reactors were
buried with the 800 Building complex. Mr. Abelson was aware of this question on
June 6,2014.
2. What has become of the Rocky Flats documents removed from Front Range
Community College?"
- Where specifically on the Legacy Management web site are the documents
from Front Range Community College available for review?
3. In regards to my `no comment' to the reported question from Ken Frieberg who
asked "... if he had known then what he knows today, whether he would have
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still have gone forward with the raid" was the most valid and limited response I
am allowed by law to offer in this highly sensitive matter.
4. Comments by Mr. Abelson re the Rocky Flats 771 criminal investigation of the
incinerator operation are unsubstantiated; his comments merely proffer
Rockwell International's views and disregard the publicly-disclosed evidence
- In 2004 then U.S. Attorney John Suthers for the District of Colorado offered to
allow the Department of Energy and state agencies to view the Rocky Flats
criminal investigative files)"
Will the Council pursue this offer to unseal the documents for the Energy Workers,
heirs and assigns, and the public about the CERCLA remedy at Rocky Flats?
5. To broaden the focus to pose some very significant questions to Council: The
Rocky Flats Stewardship Council's (RFSC) current contractiv provides detailed
information concerning the operation of the RFSC.
- What is the 'public interest' for Mr. Abelson to be the recipient of a noncompetitive DOE grant?
- Please explain RFSC financials in regards to Crescent Strategies, LLC.
Are you willing to audio record the RFSC meetings and post the digital file on the
RFSC web site?
- What steps have you ensured to solicit and encourage public participation?
Are you willing to perform such other duties in meeting CERCLA remedy
obligations with the Secretary, despite your personal opinion, to ensure that the
nuclear reactor wastes, among other concerns, are identified, monitored and
appropriately remediated?
- Since the grant was approved with `no cost participation/sharing are required'
under what authority are the $1000 local payments announced by Mr. Abelson
on June 2, 2014 justified?
With the current five-year grant well over the $500,000 federal audit limit and
$300,000 Colorado reporting limit please explain how annual financial audits
and Colorado reporting are averted.
Have you communicated each and every question/concern raised in your RFSC
report to a DOE officer or employee per the RFSC grant? Will you be posting the
DOE responses to each and every question/concern?
Sincerely,

on Lipsky
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"A non-competitive award "in the public interest." The RFSC grant specifically states
that "The proposed grant activity will assist in public involvement in the CERCLA
remedy of the Rocky Flats site." The RFSC is also known as "the Rocky Flats Local
Stakeholders Organization." The grant, in sum, instructed 1) solicit and encourage
public participation, 2) disseminate information on the closure and post-closure
operations of the site, 3) transmit to appropriate DOE officers and employees questions
and concerns, and 4) perform such other duties in meeting CERCLA remedy
obligations. The grant was approved in February 2012 for an estimated $650,000
through February 2017 for a total DOE obligation of $1,465,847. No cost
participation/sharing is required or proposed. Mr. Abelson was identified as the
Executive Director of the RFSC. The grant was a renewal of a previous grant, number
DE-FG01-06LM00080.
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